Introduction
During the Middle Ages, cold period called the Little Ice Age (ca. 1200 or 1300 to 1850) has been studied by specialists in western Europe based on data from "natural archives" (terrestrial and marine sediments, tree rings, pollen analysis), and the data in "archive society" (archaeological data, or notations in parish registers, monastic, chronicles, letters, travel journals and so on, about the phases of vegetation, flood or drought, frost river or sea layer snow, etc.). (Pfister, 1999) On the territory of Romania, historical conditions were unfavorable for a normal life: invasions of migratory populations, wars between neighboring countries often went on these lands, attempts Ottoman Empire, Russian, AustroHungarian Empire to seize our lands. Because of these conditions, we have enough little information and studies about the climate of the period.
The voyage of Archdeacon Paul of Aleppo 2 that accompanied the Patriarch Macarius of Antioch, in Moldavia, Wallachia, Dobrogea (and in Russia) for nearly seven years (July 9, 1652 -April 21, 1659 ) is recorded in his travel diary, writing in Arabic and translated into English, French, Russian and Romanian then in 1900.
In his diary the traveler describes settlements, towns and palaces of the princes and especially churches and monasteries, tell legends and myths, shows the many aspects of everyday life of Romanians, exterior and interior of peasant houses, Romanian economy countries, collecting information about customs and habits from weddings, funerals or celebrations of Christmas, Epiphany and Easter. He also gives data about extraction techniques copper mines at Baia de Arama or Romanian salt mines and deplores the loss of wealth by the Tatar invasion which ravaged settlements and taking thousands of slaves. Paul of Aleppo recounts numerous historical facts (e.g. end of the reign of Vasile Lupu and Matei Basarab's death). His diary has aroused interest Romanian and foreign historians and ethnographers.
Instead, climate issues were never considered by the researchers, although we consider that are very important, especially since this trip took place for several years, just at the beginning of the period considered one of coldest during the Little Ice Age, i.e. the Maunder minimum. The descriptions are rich, picturesque, typical oriental style, especially in the harsh winters of the Danube countries. Of course we could interpret these reports and the fact that these travelers came from a Mediterranean country where, even in this cold period, we can assume that the winters were milder and less snow. However the details (freezing rivers and especially freezing food, suffering travelers) are particularly credible reports may encounter other travelers in the seventeenth century. 
Conclusions.
Journal Archdeacon Paul of Aleppo shows that in the Roman countries in this period winters were harsh, snowy and cold, and the summers were cool, rainy storms and floods. Travelers have borne with difficulty in these conditions, and inhabitants have endured famines, diseases and deaths.
Some of these weather events were noted by Romanian chroniclers Miron Costin and Radu Popescu (1653), by the Swedish baron Clas Brorsson Ralamb, apostolic administrator in Moldova (1657) and by the Turkish chroniclers Mehmed Halifa and Evlia Celebi (1658).
If we look at Western and Central Europe, we find similarities in climate over the period. Thus in 1653, 1654, 1655, were harsh winters with frost river, followed by large floods in central Europe. In 1656 in France and Germany froze rivers, in Scotland fell very much snow, and froze people on the roads. In 1658 was one of the harshest winter in that period, from Denmark to Italy, where Rome fell very much snow, perished olive trees in Provence and died many travelers.
Besides the climate data, we find notes about the life of the inhabitants in these weather conditions: travel by "carriage without wheels" infant baptism in rivers frozen, summer storms, and the richness and variety of the fruits of the earth, and the interest of inhabitants for next weather.
It is a very rich and interesting source of climate information, which added to the information collected from other sources to the surrounding Carpathian
